
Attention  

Guernsey County Jr. Fair Rabbit Committee Guidelines 

for Breeding and Market Rabbit Projects 

This does not include pet rabbit!  The pet rabbit project is a miscellaneous project and will 

not be shown at the fair.  If you do pet rabbit, that rabbit CANNOT be used as a 

breeding rabbit. 

 

The Rabbit Committee would like to welcome all our 4-Hers, parents, grandparents, 

volunteers, etc. that have signed up for rabbits this year.  If at any time, you have any 

questions regarding your rabbit project, please feel free to contact any of the Rabbit 

Committee officers.  We are here to help make this a successful year for you! 

Our goal is to help educate everyone on how to care for your rabbits and how to prepare 

yourself for the fair and showing.  Hopefully, this will keep you from finding out at the last 

minute that you need something. The purpose of this information sheet is to make as many 

people as possible, aware of what is expected in the breeding/market rabbit projects, and the 

things that will be required.  So please share and pass this information along. 

Also, you should receive a 4-H Member and Volunteer Handbook from your 4-H volunteer 

which contains the 4-H Calendar.  If not, please obtain one.  It will have all the dates on it that 

you will need to know.   

We have a Facebook page-Guernsey County Jr. Fair Rabbit Committee, we post 

things on there also to help remind everyone.  Feel free to contact anyone of us. 

 

President:  Courtney Gray 740-510-0560 

Vice President:  Brent Watkins  740-584-1231 

Secretary:  Courtney Hutchison 740-630-4047 

Treasure:  Alice Hayes  740-680-6200 

 

 



 

Things you will need 

Breeding rabbit and or market rabbit book-not pet rabbit if you want to show at the fair. 

Resource Book (this will help to answer questions that are in your other books, along with helping you to prepare for show.        

It has how to do showmanship in it and this is where a lot of judges get their questions from).  

Adequate size pen/shelter (Make sure they are protected from the rain!  Remember a wet rabbit is a dead rabbit.  

Also, they need shade to help stay cool in the summer.  DO NOT HAVE A FAN BLOWING DIRECTLY ON THEM)  

Feeders, water bowls/bottles, floor mats to protect feet, grooming brushes 

for certain breeds, nail trimmers (they have those at the stores in the pet section.  The resource book also 

tells you how to trim nails). 

A carpet square to help you set up your rabbit and practice at home 

Good quality feed (Make sure that you store you feed away from rodents/bugs!  A small plastic/metal trash can with a lid 

works well.  Also, your rabbit only needs a certain amount of feed per day-this is for adult rabbits.  Market rabbits and does with 

litters are different, we can help you with that.  Read the back of your feed bags to help you out.  You want fresh feed in your 

feeders, they will eat the feed better if it is fresh.  The pellets can quickly draw in moisture and mold, which can make your rabbits 

sick). 

Clean, Fresh water at all times! (This is the most important nutrient a rabbit can have!) 

*****Carriers***** (You are not required to purchase any certain types of carriers, however, 

here are a few suggestions:  It is nice to have a carrier that has a floor in it where the urine/feces can fall 

down through and not get your animal all dirty.  They make metal wire carriers that will work or also a milk 

crate, because it has an open bottom-just make sure you put a top on it.)   

 For show day!  Please DO NOT bring your animals up in a pet carrier, tote, or 

bucket.  Your animals get urine all over them, and judges will not touch your rabbit if it 

covered in urine and feces.   

 Market Rabbits  You do need something with a bottom to let the urine through!  

Also, if you are taking more than 1 pen of fryers, you will need a carrier for each pen 

for sale time.  This helps us to place you in the sale line up in the right order and will 

help with the flow of the sale.  Again, you don’t have to have anything expensive, a milk 

crate will work just fine, just make sure you make some type of top for it.  

Show Attire  (none of this is required, but it can get you more points in showmanship!)  Pants, either jeans or 

kakis, white shirt, and white lab jacket.   

 

 



 

How do I take care of my rabbit? 

1. Always have clean, fresh feed and water.  It is a good idea to get some type of 

waterer and feeder that your rabbit will not spill.   

2. Your rabbit does not need a bunch of treats.  Keep those to a minimum. They can 

do more harm than good to your rabbit. 

3. Have good, appropriate shelter and cage space. 

4. Keep your pens clean.  This will help from spreading diseases. 

5. Good ventilation!  If you house your rabbits in a shed, or building, please make sure 

that you have good air movement and windows throughout.  If your building is 

strong with the ammonia smell, it can potentially harm your rabbits.   

6. Keep your feed stored properly and away from moisture and rodents. 

7. Your rabbit will benefit from having some sort of resting mat for them to rest 

their feet on.  This will help with sore hocks.  You can use a variety of things from 

store bought resting mats, boards, tiles, trellis, etc…Just remember if they are 

solid, you will have to clean them off from time to time.   

8. Trim their toenails!  Do not wait till they are really overgrown.  It is easier the 

sooner you get them.  Just like cutting a dogs’ nails, you want to cut back right in 

front of the quick of the nail (the red line in the nail).  If you cut into the nail, it 

will bleed.   

9. You do not need to bathe your rabbit.  If your rabbit is dirty in a certain spot, just 

clean that area. 

10. Rabbits like to chew, so if you have any untreated wood pieces around you home, or 

sticks from outside, they love that. 

11. Your rabbits love to play, so at home you can put hard balls, or other things in their 

cage for them to play with.  Just don’t bring the toys to the fair.   

12. If you are breeding your rabbits, always take the doe to the bucks’ cage and watch 

them.  You don’t want to leave them in the cage together for very long.  The doe 

can actually kill, or hurt the buck badly.   

13. Your rabbit will need a nest box if she is expecting a litter.  Don’t put the nest box 

in too early, because the doe will end up using it as a toilet.  The 28th day seems to 

work.  You can put some wood chips (DO NOT USE CEDAR CHIPS) in the bottom 

of the nest box, and then give her some hay or straw.  She will hopefully start to 

gather the hay and go in the nest box and make her nest.   

14. Once your rabbit has babies, you will want to check the nest box to make sure that 

there are no dead kits in there.  Don’t worry, the mother will not reject the kits.   

15. All kits should be weaned by 70days of age. 



 

Market Rabbits 

You can raise your own market rabbits or purchase them.   

They must be born by July 6th to July 20th .(check the 4-H calendar) 

All fryers need to be in your possession the day before fryer tattooing.  August 14th. 

Tattooing is August 15th from 9-11am.(You can tattoo 4 rabbits per pen at tattooing.  But when it comes to fair time, only 

bring 3 rabbits to the fair.  You want to pick the best 3.  That means you want the 3 that look the most like clones in regards to their shape of 

their body). 

Weigh-in for fryers is Monday, September 14th, 2020 at 3:30pm, at the rabbit pavilion. 

 

To care for your market rabbits 

You will need a bigger pen to house your fryers.  They more room they have, the better they will 

grow.   

Your market rabbits need to weigh between 3.5-5.5lbs at weigh-in of the fair.  (Please note the 

change in market weight this year.  This is the ARBA standard for a fryer.  You will want to get 

rabbits that were born the beginning of July and to feed a high-quality feed to help you reach 

the weights) 

For the most part, you can free feed you market rabbits.  This means that you can keep feed in 

their feeders all the time.  But you will need to watch their weights.  If they start to getting 

close to the 5.5# mark, you will want to back them off of their feed.  If you notice 1 is smaller 

than the other, or one is bigger, pull that rabbit and put into a different cage, that way you can 

feed that rabbit accordingly.   

If you have rabbits that need to gain weight, adding a couple teaspoons of calf manna on top of 

their feed a day will help.  Also limit fillers such as hay and other treats, these will fill the 

rabbits up without out them gaining weight. 

Other Important dates 

All Rabbits (for the exception of your market rabbit pens) must be in your 

procession by June 1st. 

 

Doe and Litter needs to be born by August 6-18, 2020 

Barn Cleanup is August 22th from 10-12 



 

Checking in at the Fair 

Check in at the fair will be on the Sunday of the beginning of 

the fair week at 8am to 10pm. Everyone must check in and their 

rabbits must be in their pens by the end of check in.  If this 

does not happen, you are unable to show.    

 

Checking in at the fair:  When you arrive at the fair, you must enter the 

rabbit barn via the “front” entrance.  This is the door that faces the track.  The other door will 

be closed.  You will then check in with one of the rabbit committee officers and verify what 

rabbits you brought and what you will be showing.  

***You will NOT be permitted to add anything to your entry forms.  What you are signed up for 

is what you show unless you scratch that breed at check in. (For example- you are registered 

for 1 Mini Rex buck and 1 Californian doe.  You come to the fair and say that you also have a 

New Zealand doe that you want to show.  You will NOT be able to add the New Zealand.)  We 

suggest that on the entry forms, you enter everything that you 

“might” be showing at fair time. So, if you have the Mini Rex, Californian and 

New Zealand at home, sign them up. If you decide not to bring them to fair for whatever 

reason, that is fine.  

 

If you have any questions as to what breed of rabbit you 

have, please contact one of the rabbit committee officers 

so we can help you prior to when the entry forms are due.   

 

 



There is a pen fee of $5 per pen, with a family max of $20 that 

is due at the time of registration.  The pen fee will be returned to you when 

you check out at the end of fair as long as the following is completed: Your animals are removed 

from their pen by 12noon Sunday at the end of the fair and the pen is clean and all feces is 

removed from under your pen and no feed is left in the J-feeders.   

 Once registration is complete, you can then place your rabbits in their cages.  You are only 

guaranteed 1 pen (this is for your showmanship/breed rabbit).  You will also be guaranteed pens 

for each set of market rabbits that you are signed up for.  Your name and club name will be on 

the cage tag.  For market rabbits, the tattoo number for that pen will also be on the cage tag.  

That market rabbits with that tattoo number must be placed into that cage. 

 

We usually have extra cages available.  We will have a sign-up sheet for those that are 

interested in having an extra cage for some of the other rabbits that you will be showing.  It is 

a first come, first served, but only one extra pen per exhibitor at a time.  Once everyone that 

wanted an extra cage gets one, then we will go to the next person that wants an additional cage 

and so forth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following page is a nice sheet that a 4-Her made up to help you care for 

you rabbit. 

 

 



Rabbit Care Kit 
The following is a Rabbit Care Kit to be used at home for everyday care and is also 

portable, so that you can take it to shows and to the fair.  It is not mandatory, but it is 

good to have. 

 

First you need to get a tackle box or a container big enough to store supplies that has a 

lid and handle(s) to carry to shows.  Something that works best is a Rubbermaid toolbox.  

It has different compartments and is easy to carry. 

 

Below is a list of all the supplies that you need in your Rabbit Care Kit.  Some items you 

might find you need more or less of as you gain experience with raising rabbits.  But keep 

in mind, some of these products are kept on hand in case of emergencies. 

 

1. Small spray bottle-for misting rabbits in hot weather and to mist your hands to take off excess fur when 

molting. 

2. Latex or rubber gloves-to use when applying medication, tattooing or handling a sick rabbit.  Keep in mind 

when handling sick livestock, you should always wash your hands with or without glove use.  You should also 

treat and feed the sick animal last, and always change your clothes before messing with another animal. 

3. Q-tips, cotton balls, napkins, baby wipes and/or Kleenex-all used for applying medicine or cleaning wounds 

and cleaning your rabbits.  I find it is best to keep on hand Q-tips, cotton balls and baby wipes. 

4. Hand sanitizer-used for obvious reasons, but can also be used on bunny feet after being on a show table. 

5. Toenail clippers-human toenail clippers work great, however, dog nail trimmers also work.  You should trim 

your rabbit’s nails about once a month, depending on growth.  This prevents them from ripping out, and also 

can help with sore hocks. 

6. Small pair of scissors-used for removing mats in your rabbit’s fur, to trim around a wound to apply 

treatment and obviously to open things. 

7. Grooming brush & small comb-to groom your rabbits.  You should use these items on longhaired rabbits. 

8. Terramycin-eye ointment used for new babies and rabbits that look like they have sore weepy eye. 

9. Quintex-rabbit de-wormer 

10. AquaMast II Penicillin G-used when rabbits get sores in the genital area.  This is great for nest box babies. 

11. Preparation H-used to treat sore hocks for a period of 5 days.  Can also be put on after tattooing to seal in 

the ink and to help remove the excess int.  This works very well. 

12. Alcohol and/or alcohol pads-used for cleaning rabbits’ ears before tattooing.  Also to disinfect razor blades 

or other tools used to lance open abscesses and cleaning tattooing equipment. 

13. Acid Pack-3/4 tsp. per gallon of water-helps and treat illness and helps with stress at rabbit shows. 



14. Triple Antibiotic Ointment-put on wounds for rabbits.  Should be used until the wound forms a scab and is 

healing well. 

15. Vitamin and Mineral Powder Mix-add to the water of does during breeding and during times of lots of 

stress. 

16. Small Flashlight-used to shine through bunnies’ ears to read hard to read tattoos. 

17. Lock with key-keep several of these in your kit, so you can lock your bunnies.  FYI-good to use 2 locks at 

the fair. 

18. Medication syringe & Eye Dropper-dispense medicine to rabbits.  Also can be used to feed young kits. 

19. Baby oil, mineral oil or ear mite medicine-to treat ear mites by placing a few drops into rabbit’s ear and 

gently massaging the ear.  Do this for a period of 5 days.  Mineral oil works the best in my opinion. 

20. Kaopectate-treat acute diarrhea in rabbits.  Give only 4-6 drops every hour until diarrhea goes away. 

21. Infant Mylicon gas drops- used to treat a rabbit that is bloated.  Give 1 dropper full every hour until it is 

resolved.  If a rabbit goes off feed, gets diarrhea, or bloat: pull the feed.  Give them good quality hay.  

Probiotics work well during this time.  You can get the powder or paste. 

22. Small bottle of Listerine- treat fur mites 

23. Iodine Saline Solution-treats weepy eye-Mix 10 drops of saline solution (contact solution) with 5 drops of 

iodine and mix.  Drop with eyedropper into rabbits’ eyes.  Solution can be saved in a dark container. 

24. Iodine-use to cleanse an area before lancing an abscess. 

25. Razor blade & needles- used to lance an abscess 

26. Antiseptic- use hydrogen peroxide for cleaning out and disinfecting wounds. 

27. Apron and/or smock- use to tattoo rabbits and when cleaning rabbits 

28. Band-Aids, Tylenol playing cards, etc for yourself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are responsible for reading and following the General Livestock Rules, 

The Rabbit Jr. Fair Rules, and Sale Rules.  They are attached to this 

document so that you have everything in one location. 

 

 

 



GENERAL RABBIT RULES  

1. All breeding rabbit project animals must be in possession of the exhibitor by June 1st of 

the current year. 

2. Due to space limitations, an exhibitor is guaranteed only one pen for his/her 

showmanship rabbit and up to two pens for the market rabbits. Your pen may not be 

close to your club’s exhibit area. 

3. Rabbits will be assigned pens by the Rabbit Committee.  No rabbits are to be put into 

pens without the pen being assigned to them by the Rabbit Committee. Pens will be 

assigned & pen fees ($5 per pen or $20 per family maximum) will be collected at sign-in 

at the fair. The pen fee deposit will be refunded 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon on Sunday after 

fair, provided that the pens (inside, underneath, and J-feeders) are clean at the end of fair 

and all rabbits are removed by Noon on Sunday of fair.  Failure to meet these 

requirements will in the pen fee being forfeited to the Rabbit Committee.  

4. Limit for Junior Fair Rabbit Housing: one rabbit per cage with the exception of Doe & 

Litter and Pen of Three Fryers.    

5. Rabbits should only be taken from pens for grooming and are not to leave the exhibit area 

except for show.   

6. No ‘For Sale’ signs will be permitted on pens during fair week.  No rabbits are to be sold 

from the barn the week of the fair. 

7. All rabbits must be removed by 12:00 p.m. Sunday. 

8. Any lock on a rabbit pen will be removed by a committee officer, if a rabbit needs 

immediate care. 

9. The Rabbit Committee suggests that all non-essential items be removed from the Rabbit 

Barn during fair.  An area will be provided to store feed. 

10. No carpet, straw, hay, nest boxes, tunnels, houses or litterboxes will be used in pens.  

Each individual will be responsible for cleaning up their area. Clean-up tools will be 

provided. 

11. Death of a project:  If a rabbit dies that was owned and in the possession of an exhibitor 

by June 1st, he/she may replace that rabbit with a rabbit of the same breed or with the 

same type category provided the rabbit has been in the ownership and possession of the 

exhibitor for at least 60 days prior to the fair, with the approval of the Rabbit Committee 

Officers.  Any rabbit that needs replaced from June 2 to the 60 days prior to fair is not 

eligible for the Best Overall award. 

12. Junior Fair members must show their own animals.  Exceptions will be made only for: 

exhibitors who may have special needs, exhibitors who have two animals entered in the 

same class, or an exhibitor absent on show day due to other commitments.  In case of 

these exceptions, another boy or girl who is a Guernsey County Junior Fair member may 

exhibit the animal with the authorization of the Rabbit Committee.  All exhibitors must 

wear show numbers.  If another Junior Fair member is showing your animal, they must 

wear your show number.   

13. There will be a barn meeting at 4:00 p.m. on Sunday of the start of the fair for all rabbit 

exhibitors. 

14. Only Jr. Fair Members are allowed to bring their rabbits into the show ring at the time of 

show.  NO ADULTS are permitted into the show arena unless permission is granted by a 

Rabbit Committee Officer. 



15. A Pee Wee Show will be held at the fair on Saturday at 11:15 a.m. 

 

 

BREED RABBIT RULES  

 

1. Doe and Litter Class:  Litter must be born between the first Thursday in August and the 

third Tuesday in August. This class has no weight limit. 

2. The judge will have final decision as to breed of rabbit.  All rabbit breeds that ARBA 

recognize are permitted to show at our fair with the exception of mixed breeds as their 

own class. 

3. A breed rabbit project animal is not permitted to be used as a Pet Rabbit Project animal 

during the same year. 

4. Rabbits shown in the Fryer or the Doe & Litter classes may not be shown in the breed 

class.  (Ex. A fryer cannot be shown in the California class or the doe in the Doe & Litter 

class cannot be shown in her own breed class.)          

5. Read General Rabbit Rules. 

6. Read General Junior Fair Rules. 

 

 

MARKET FRYER CLASS RULES 

 

1. Exhibitors must have Quality Assurance Certification by July 1. 

2. A pen of fryers shall consist of three rabbits, born between 56 and 70 days prior to Junior 

Fair weigh-in date on Monday of the fair.  Exhibitors may bring up to two pens. 

3. All members taking a fryer project must also take a breed project.  Breed project must 

have been in their possession by June 1st of the current year.  

4. All Jr. Fair members are permitted to either raise their fryer projects or purchase them.  

5. If an exhibitor is purchasing his or her market fryers he/she must have these rabbits in 

his/her possession and under continual care by the third Friday of August of the current 

year.  All market fryers must be tattooed on the third Saturday of August from 9:00 a.m. 

– 11:00 a.m. at the fairgrounds to be eligible to be show at the fair.  

6. To be eligible for the Bred & Owned Fryers class, the buck and doe must be in your 

possession by June 1st. The fryers are to be born & raised in your care. At the August 

tattooing, you will need to specify if your fryers are Bred & Owned. Champion and 

Reserve trophy awards will recognize members for their hard work & effort raising their 

own fryers. All rules for market fryers must be followed. 

7. There will be a barn meeting at 3:15 p.m. on Monday of the fair (just before the fryer 

weigh-in) for all market rabbit exhibitors. 

8. All fryers will be weighed with certified scales at 3:30 p.m. on Monday by members of 

the Rabbit Committee with one member being the current committee chairman.  If at 

weigh-in time any one of the three fryers is under 3.5 lbs. or over 5.5 lbs. that pen will be 

placed in a separate class to show for grade only.  Those rabbits will be marked with a 

red marker in the right ear and not permitted to be sold.  

9. Read General Rabbit Rules. 

10. Read General Junior Fair Rules. 

11. Read Junior Fair Sale Rules. 



RABBIT SHOWMANSHIP RULES 

 

1. Showmanship will be set up according to the exhibitor’s age as of January 1 of the 

current year.   

2. Exhibitors will show only one of their breed rabbits that has been in their possession 

since June 1st for showmanship, but they cannot use the doe from the doe and litter class 

or one of their market rabbits. 
 

 

 

Updated: May 2020 

 



  

GUERNSEY COUNTY GENERAL JUNIOR FAIR RULES 

 
1. Eligibility for youth participation in still and livestock projects begins when a child is age 

8 and in third grade or any youth age 9 or above regardless of grade level by January 1 of 

the current year.  A youth’s eligibility ends December 31 the year he or she turns 19.  

2. Eligibility for youth participation in non-competitive displays is five years old and in 

Kindergarten by January 1 of the current year. 

3. Junior Fair Exhibitors must be currently enrolled and members in good standing in one of 

the Junior Fair organizations – 4-H, FFA, Boy Scouts and Girls Scouts. 

4. All Junior Fair Exhibitors must be enrolled in their project by April 1 of the current year.  

Corrections will be permitted until May 1 of the current year.  Enrollments are processed 

through the Extension Office. 

5. All Junior Fair Livestock Entry Forms must be submitted to the Extension Office by 4:30 

p.m. on August 1 of the current year to be eligible for exhibition at the Guernsey County 

Fair. If August 1 falls on the weekend, the Extension Office will accept them through 

4:30 p.m. on the Monday following August 1.  No faxed or emailed forms will be 

accepted! 

6. Participation in the Junior Fair is an optional activity. 

7. All livestock must arrive on the fairgrounds to be housed in their assigned location from 

8:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m. on Sunday, September 13th, unless a specific check-in time is 

listed in the specie rules.  Exceptions include goat, poultry, sheep, and swine which 

require animals to be in place earlier. Still projects must be in place by 4:00 p.m. Sunday. 

8. Participation in two counties is permitted by youth exhibiting 4-H projects in one county 

and FFA projects in another county provided the youth are exhibiting different projects 

and using different animals in each county.  The only other stipulation about projects is 

that exhibitors who have sold market animals at another county Junior Fair are ineligible 

to show or sell market animals at the Guernsey County Fair in the same year. 

9. All animals exhibited must have been completely and fully owned (as evidenced by a bill 

of sale or registration papers where applicable) including all showing rights and in the 

complete possession and continual care of the exhibitor on and after June 1. A few 

exceptions are listed specifically under specie rules.  Ownership of an animal will be 

considered  lost, if after June 1 of the current year, the animal has been consigned or sold 

through an auction or any other type transaction even if the exhibitor "buys back" his/her 

animal.  Registered animals must be in exhibitor’s name or permanent residential address 

of the exhibitor. 

10. All exhibitors of market animals, lactating dairy cows, and lactating goats must be 

Quality Assurance certified by July 1st each year.  Youth 12 years and older as of January 

1 of the year to exhibit will be permitted to use the online Youth for the Quality Care of 

Animals (YQCA) session as an additional option for QA certification. To receive QA 

Certification using this option, youth must complete and successfully pass their age-

appropriate session and provide the Extension Office with their certificate of completion 

by July 1 of the year to exhibit. No other online Quality Assurance programs or tests are 

permitted. OSU Extension will provide instructions for taking the online course to those 

eligible, upon request. 



  

11. Animals can be shown only one time for “type” (live animal) grade and premium.  

Market animals cannot also be shown in breeding classes.  Exceptions are only granted 

for horses, dogs and special group classes. 

12. All animals in the barn for Junior Fair must be enrolled in a class and shown.  The only 

exception is if animal is granted an excuse from showing by the fair veterinarian, 

Livestock Committee Officer or 4-H Extension Professional for a special circumstance. 

NO companion animals. 

13. All exhibits must be shown by the member entering the exhibit.  In livestock 

showmanship classes, the exhibitor must show their own animal.  A livestock exhibitor, 

who has a  justifiable absence from the type show, may have another Guernsey County 

Junior Fair livestock exhibitor show his/her project in type class only with permission 

granted by the appropriate Junior  Fair Livestock committee chairman before the show. 

14. Exhibitors shall receive premiums for no more than three Junior Fair projects.  Premiums 

are based on project grade and project must be exhibited at the fair to be eligible for a 

premium. 

15. All livestock barns will be closed and lights out from 11:00 p.m. until 6:00 a.m. Only 

security personnel will be permitted in the barns during these times. 

16. Exhibitors must arrange for care of their livestock.  If it appears Junior Fair animals are 

not being cared for (not fed, watered, pen not cleaned, etc.) committee officers will 

contact the volunteer and exhibitor.  If the situation is not resolved to the satisfaction of 

the Junior Fair Committee Chairman & Sr. Fair Board representative, the exhibitor will 

be required to take the animal home.  The exhibitor will forfeit premiums, awards, and 

may not be permitted to exhibit the following year.  The decision of the Sr. Fair Board 

will be final. 

17. Junior Fair exhibitors are required to keep their animals in the stalls or pens assigned to 

them by the Junior Fair, and all cattle and horses must be securely fastened with a halter 

and neck ties. 

18. Exhibitors and their attendants are expected to be courteous and conduct themselves in a 

orderly and respectful manner.  Harassment, profanity or unsportsmanlike conduct toward 

fair officials, judges, show manager, help or exhibitors will not be tolerated. Any 

violations of this rule would warrant withholding of premiums won and exemption from 

showing at the Guernsey County Fair. 

19. Tampering and/or misrepresentations as to breeding, age, ownership and any other 

irregularity in showing will be considered fraud and deception.  Any premiums, awards or 

sale money won by such exhibitor will be forfeited.  Should fraud or deception be 

discovered after the animal or animals have been shown and prior to the sale, such 

animal(s) shall not be permitted to sell.  The animals placing next in line at the show shall 

move up.  Should violation be discovered after the sale, all sale money shall be returned 

to the buyer and the animal or carcass shall be returned to the exhibitor.  In all livestock 

and poultry classes, these regulations will be in full force and effect.   

20. No exhibit shall be removed until a designated release time.  Any exception to this rule 

must be with the approval of the Senior Fair Board member in charge, and the Junior Fair 

office. Members removing exhibits before the designated time without Senior Fair Board 

approval are not permitted to exhibit in that project area the following year. 



  

21. Animal release time will be 11:00 p.m. on Saturday for all animals not sold through the 

Junior Fair Livestock Sale.  No trailers are permitted at the barns before 11:00 p.m.  If an 

exhibitor removes his/her Junior Fair livestock project from the fairgrounds before 

release time without approval from the Junior Fair Office, he/she will be barred from 

showing in that project area at the Guernsey County Junior Fair for the following year. 

This will apply to all livestock except those sold during the Junior Fair Sale or livestock 

with a different release time. 

22. All health regulations pertaining to Senior Fair livestock shall apply to all Junior Fair 

livestock exhibits. 

23. Withdrawal time must be complete on all market animals prior to fair weigh-in for the 

animal to eligible for show or sale.  Do not bring animals to the fair that have a 

withdrawal time that is not complete.  Animals treated at the fair must be treated under 

the supervision of the designated fair veterinarian.  It will be at the discretion of the fair 

veterinarian to determine if the treated animal will remain on the fairgrounds or be 

required to leave the fairgrounds.   

24. Junior exhibitors entering "Open Class" (Senior Fair) competition will follow Senior Fair 

rules for the department entered. 

25. Senior Fair Rules apply in the absence of a Junior Fair Rule. 

26. There will be “Designated Areas” for parking ALL livestock trailers. The Fair Board 

would appreciate anyone voluntarily taking home livestock trailers to free up more area 

for parking for all fair patrons. 

27. There must be a minimum of five exhibitors per class in order to offer the class.  Class 

refers to the first breakdown of exhibition offerings by type in a specie department (ex. 

Showmanship, Market, Breeding, Agility, Contest, etc.).   

28. All bred & owned classes must be shown prior to all other market classes. 

29. Protests: 

a. Protests regarding any junior livestock competition shall be made in writing and 

signed by the party making the protest and be submitted to the Senior Fair Board 

Office of Guernsey County no later than 12:00 noon of the day following the 

competition. 

b. Any party making a protest shall submit a fee of $100.00 to the Guernsey County 

Senior Fair Board with the written protest. The fee shall be refunded only if the 

protest is sustained by the Sr Fair Board. 

c. The President of the Senior Fair Board shall hold a meeting with grievant, 

appropriate committee chairperson(s) and an Extension Office representative, at 

which time the party making the protest may present evidence or argument in 

support of the protest. 

d. The written decision of the President of the Senior Fair Board shall be final and 

shall be served in person to the party making the protest within the time period of 

the current fair to allow for placing changes if necessary. 

30. Exhibitors are responsible for reviewing all Ohio Administrative Code, Chapter 901-19 

Livestock Exhibitions laws which may pertain to their exhibition of livestock at the 

Guernsey County Fair.  Failure to obey exhibition laws will result in state and county 

violations and corresponding consequences.  OAC is available to view online at: 

http://codes.ohio.gov/oac/901-19. 

http://codes.ohio.gov/oac/901-19


  

31. Violation of any junior fair rule, regardless of species or project, may result in a member 

forfeiting premiums, awards, sale money, sale participation and/or participation in the 

Guernsey County Junior Fair program in the future. 
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JUNIOR FAIR LIVESTOCK SALE  

The Junior Fair Sale is managed by the Junior Fair Sale Committee, which is comprised of an adult and 

youth representative from each Junior Fair Livestock Committee selling animals in the sale and some at 

large representatives.    

JUNIOR FAIR SALE RULES 

1. Only market beef steers, dairy beef feeders, beef feeders, market lambs, market hogs, market 

goats, market turkey, pens of broiler chickens, pen of two market ducks, pens of rabbit fryers, 

and dairy products will be sold in the sale.  

2. This organization will assess a commission on each animal for the purpose of advertising and 

other expenses. 

3. The Junior Fair Livestock Sale will begin at 9:00 a.m. in the Swine Show Arena. The sale of 

dairy product baskets will start in the Sheep Barn Arena at 9:30 a.m., followed immediately by 

small animals (sheep, dairy goats, boer goats, rabbits, poultry [in that order]).  The Beef sale 

will not begin until the swine sale has concluded (approximately 2:00 p.m.) in the Home of 

Champions. 

4. All Jr. Fair exhibitors can exhibit only two market projects (Exception: Beef Feeder and Dairy 

Beef Feeder Calves, if not selling, are not included in the two project exhibit limit.). Dairy cattle 

projects are considered one animal for the two-market animal limit rule.  Once an animal has 

been weighed-in at the fair, it will officially count for one of the two market projects and cannot 

be changed for another animal or pen of animals. 

5. Sale weights will be the animal weight from their specie weigh-in at fair. 

6. An exhibitor can be in the sale ring no more than two times for the sale of Junior Fair livestock 

projects. 

7. No animal project or dairy product will be resold during the Junior Fair sale. 

8. All exhibitors must be at the sale ring to sell their project on time. If exhibitor has not made 

prior arrangements to have someone else sell their project and misses their allotted time, the 

animal will not be permitted to sell. 

9. All Market Projects sold at the Market Animal Sale, except Poultry, will be either Turned or 

Kept and there will be No Give Backs.   

10. Buy-backs must be paid for in full at sale time, not just pay sale commission.  If full price is not 

paid on buy-back market animals, exhibitor is subject to be barred from showing and selling 

next year. 

11. Animals become the property of the purchaser when bought.  Members will feed and water  

animals until 11:00 p.m. on Saturday with no trailers at the barns before 11:00 p.m., unless 

picked up earlier for the buyer.   

12. Housing Requirements: no market animals are to go to tie-out after being sold. 

13. Once a sale animal is declared “turned”, the animal must be removed from the fairgrounds by 

the designated livestock facility only.  Cattle exhibitors are required to furnish a halter with 

cattle sold. 

14. The sale committee encourages individuals, families and friends to purchase for home freezer 

meat supplies, and offers assistance in moving and processing.           

15. Buyers are invited to view the offerings before the sale starts. 

16. Arrangements for pickup should be made at the time of settlement. 



  

17. Grand Champion and Reserve Grand Champion animals from the market steer, market lamb, 

market hog, and market goat classes must be slaughtered at a facility designated by the 

Guernsey County Agricultural Society each year. 

18. For animals that the buyer purchases for slaughter, and are found to be unsafe for human 

consumption due to natural causes the following rules apply: 

a. The Jr. Fair member is answerable for animals that are not properly castrated, are 

diseased or inferior from natural cause.  Member should be given the opportunity to 

make restitution to the original buyer of inferior or condemned animals   The Guernsey 

County Junior Fair Sale Committee acts only as an agent in the sale of livestock.  No 

warranty is expressed or implied as the health, condition, or otherwise of the livestock 

sold by it. 

19.  If a member is responsible for a condemned carcass (unnatural causes) and found guilty, the 

following rules apply: 

a. The member will not be allowed to have any market animal project for two (2) years; 

he/she shall forfeit all premiums and awards received on the current market animal 

project and member forfeits the original sale money for the condemned animal.  The 

checks to members on retained animals will be held until the animal has been cleared 

through the slaughter house.  Member is not responsible for animals kept outside a 

holding pen at the slaughter house.  If animals are sold by original buyer after the Junior 

Fair Livestock Sale, member is not responsible. 

Beef Sale Rules 

1. Sale order for Beef will be Market Steers then feeder calves.  The Beef Feeders and Dairy Beef 

Feeders will rotate sale order each year; beef feeders first in odd years and dairy beef feeders 

first in even years.  

2. Market Steers must be 850 lbs. and over to be eligible for sale.  

3. Sale order for market steers will be as follows: The judge will place the top 5 steers for sale 

order. When the champion steer is placed followed by the reserve champion steer, the remaining 

class champions will be considered for the remaining 3 places. When a champion is picked, the 

reserve will be brought in to be considered for the top 5. Following the judge’s placing of the 

top 5 market steers, the remaining champion steers will be sold in show order, then all the 

remaining reserve champion steers will be sold in show order. The champion bred/owned will 

be considered a champion and will be in the sale order prior to the champion rate of gain steer, 

followed by the reserve bred/owned steer and then the reserve champion rate of gain steer. The 

remaining steers will be sold according to how the judge places them in the show. 

4. The Grand & Reserve Grand Champion Market Steer must sell in the Junior Fair Livestock 

Sale.  

5. Feeder calves must be weigh 300-750 lbs. to be eligible for sale. 

6. Declaration to sell feeder calves must be made at the Monday morning of fair weigh-in. 

 

Dairy Sale Rules  

1. Dairy exhibitors selling two market animals are not eligible to receive dairy basket proceeds. 

2. An exhibitor must complete two of three events, which include Skillathon, Dairy Fitting & 

Showing Demonstration and Dairy Meeting at the fair, and exhibit their project animal at the 

fair to receive their share of the Dairy Basket proceeds.  Amount of proceeds to be determined 

by the Dairy Committee. 

 

 



  

Goat Sale Rules 

1. All market goats must weigh a minimum of 50 lbs. to be eligible for sale. 

2. The Grand & Reserve Grand Champion Market Goats must sell in the Junior Fair Livestock 

Sale.  

3. Dairy Goat Sale Order to be determined randomly by the computer with the exception of the 

following places: a) Grand Champion, b) Reserve Grand Champion, c) Champion Bred & 

Owned, d) Reserve Champion Bred & Owned, e) Grand Champion Rate of Gain, f) Reserve 

Grand Champion Rate Gain, g) All 1st place class winners sorted randomly by computer, h) All 

2nd place winners sorted randomly by computer, i) At least one goat per exhibitor sorted 

randomly by the computer until all exhibitors have sold their 1st goat, with the exception of all 

of the above, j) all remaining goats sorted randomly by the computer. 

 

Poultry Sale Rules 

1. Pen of three broilers must weigh a minimum of 12 lbs. and the maximum of 21 lbs. to be 

eligible for sale. 

2. A maximum of two pens of broilers can be sold. 

3. The sale order for all broilers will be Grand Champion, Reserve Grand Champion, followed by 

the rest of the top ten placing in order, followed by the remainder of the entries in random order 

(order picked by the computer). 

 

Rabbit Sale Rules 

1. Pen of three fryers will be eligible for sale if all fryers individually weigh 3.5 to 5.5 lbs. each. 

2. A maximum of two pens of fryers can be sold. 

3. Members will declare at weigh-in if rabbits are going to sell or not, with the exception of the 

Grand & Reserve, which have to sell.  

4. The Guernsey County Rabbit Fryer sale will allow rabbits to be “turn” or “keep” only, with no 

“give backs” allowed. 

 

Sheep Sale Rules 

1. The Grand & Reserve Grand Champion Market Lambs must sell in the Junior Fair Livestock 

Sale. 

2. Market lambs must weigh a minimum of 90 lbs. to be eligible for sale.  

3. Final champions will sell in this order: #1 Grand Champion Market Lamb; #2 Reserve Grand 

Champion Market Lamb; #3 Grand Champion Born and Raised in Your Care. #4 Reserve 

Grand Champion Born and Raised in Your Care. Once all the Champions and Reserve 

Champions have sold, and the lambs placed by the judge, then all the 2nd place lambs in each 

Market Class will sell, then all the 3rd place lambs, then 4th place, etc. until all Market Lambs 

are sold. 

 

Swine Sale Rules 
1. This is a TERMINAL SALE project.  No blood testing will be required.  All animals must be 

slaughtered, either by a local meat processor or turned for slaughter to an approved livestock 

sale barn.  You may process your own hog, but it must first be killed by an approved meat 

processor. 

2. No over- or under- weight hog will be sold through the Junior Fair Sale, but arrangements must 

be made to have the animal slaughtered at a local processor, approved livestock sale barn or 

sold to the sale barn handling the sale. 

3. The Grand & Reserve Grand Champion Market Hog must sell in the Junior Fair Livestock Sale.  



  

4. Sale order will be determined randomly by the computer with the exception of the following 

places: 

a. Grand Champion 

b. Reserve Champion 

c. Grand Champion Bred & Owned 

d. Reserve Champion Bred & Owned 

e. Grand Champion Farrowed & Owned 

f. Reserve Champion Farrowed & Owned 

g. All first place class winners sorted randomly by the computer. 

h. All second place class winners sorted randomly by the computer. 

i. At least one hog per exhibitor sorted randomly by the computer until all exhibitors have 

sold their first hog, with the exception of all of the above. (Example: An exhibitor with 

both of his/her hogs in the first 6 categories would sell both hogs in the order set.) 

j. All remaining hogs sorted randomly by the computer. 

5.  Top 2 placings in each Skillathon age division will be noted by exhibitor name on sale bill and 

will sell immediately following class winners unless they have already sold one pig in the 

champion portion of the sale. 
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